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THE BRITISH ISLES
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Information about the British Isles This document is the map of the British Isles. At the north of the map, there is Scotland. In the south of Scotland, there is England. In the west of England, there is Wales. Opposite Wales is the Republic of Ireland. The English Channel is between England and France. England's capital city is London. The British Isles are composed of five countries: •



There are about 55 (fifty-five) million inhabitants in England. The area of England is about 130,395 (one hundred and thirty thousand three hundred and ninety-five) square kilometres. The currency of England is the Sterling Pound. England is a monarchy, the queen is Queen Elizabeth II (the second). The Prime Minister is Theresa May.



•



In Scotland, there are about five million inhabitants, more exactly 5,313,600 (five million three hundred and thirteen thousand six hundred) inhabitants. The area of Scotland is about 78,772 (seventy-eight thousand seven hundred and seventy-two) square kilometres. The currency of Scotland is the Sterling Pound. Scotland also has queen, her name is Queen Elisabeth II (the second). The Prime Minister is Nicola Sturgeon.



•



In Wales, there are about three million inhabitants, more exactly 3,063,456 (three million sixty-three thousand four hundred and fifty-six) inhabitants. The area of Wales is about 20,779 (twenty thousand seven hundred and seventy-nine) square kilometres. The currency of Wales is the Sterling Pound. The Prime minister is Carwyn Jones.



Great Britain is the name of the biggest of the British Isles. It is composed of three countries: England, Scotland and Wales. •



In Northern Ireland, there are about 1.8 (one point eight) million inhabitants, more exactly 1,810,863 (one million eight hundred and ten thousand eight hundred and sixty-three). Northern Ireland’s area is about 13,843 (thirteen thousand eight hundred and fortythree) square kilometres. Northern Ireland’s currency is the Sterling Pound. Northern Ireland has a queen. Her name is Queen Elizabeth II (the second). Its Prime Minister is Arlene Foster.



The United Kingdom is composed of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Its full name is the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. •



In the Republic of Ireland, there are about 4.7 (four point seven) million inhabitants, more exactly 4,757,976 (four million seven hundred and fifty-seven thousand nine hundred and seventy-six) inhabitants. The Republic of Ireland's area is about 70,273 (seventy thousand two hundred and seventy-three) square kilometres. The Republic of Ireland's currency is the Euro. As the Republic of Ireland is not a monarchy, the president is Michael D.Higgins. Its Prime Minister is Enda Kenny.



The Republic of Ireland became independent on January the twenty-first 1919.
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The British Isles 

II/ The United Kingdom: A/ Introduction: The name of the flag is the U.............. J........... The capital of this country is the biggest in Western Europe ! The person.
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THE BRITISH ISLES 

England's area is about 130,395 (one hundred and thirty thousand three hundred and ninety-five) square kilometres. England's currency is the Sterling Pound.
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THE BRITISH ISLES 

seventy-nine) square kilometres. England's currency is the Sterling. Pound. As England is a monarchy, the queen is Queen Elizabeth II. (the second).The Prime ...
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THE BRITISH ISLES 

There are about 53.1 (fifty-three point one) million inhabitants in England, more exactly 53,012,456 (fifty-three million twelve thousand four hundred and fifty-six).
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THE ROMANISATION OF THE BRITISH ISLES 

the sword. The Romans lost about four hundred men, and the wounded did not exceed that number. Boudicca, by a dose of poison, [ended] her life. Chapter 36.
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This document is a map, it represents the British Isles. They are 

hundred and thirty thousand two hundred and seventy-nine) square kilometres. England's currency is the Sterling Pound. As England is a monarchy, the queen ...
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The British Isles are composed of five countries: There are about 53.1 

and thirty thousand two hundred and seventy-nine) square kilometres. England's currency is the Sterling. Pound. As England is a monarchy, the queen is Queen.
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The British Empire 

The British Empire was the leader of the first modern phase of Globalization and the first global ... An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, 1776 .... C omp arative advantage: "If a foreign country can supply us with a commod
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the british and french mandates in comparative 

include : Terror From The Skies A Race To Save Humanity Dark Future, Texas Dps Handbook. Questions Answers, The Art Of Barter How To Trade For Almost ...
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british columbia 

Masters Margaret. Semillon. 750 mL. $21.18. $24.39. YELLOW TAIL. 322685 ..... 778-233-1733. DANIELLE HUI. Territory Manager Downtown Vancouver,.
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Anglais - Civilisation TD The British Constitution - Leaparis10 

1832 : this date changed the balance of power In the British government. 1867 : franchise = the right to vote (more and more a democracy). 1911: the House of ...
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the university of british columbia - Description 

(b) Testing: The office administers special test batteries to new under- graduates on the .... Should a student who is admitted, however, prove to be inadequately pre- pared in .... Any request for the re-reading of an answer paper other than for a .
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british columbia 

BRITISH COLUMBIA. PRICE LIST. SEPTEMBER 2018 ..... Big Bill. Cabernet Sauvignon. 750 mL. $10.89. $13.99 S. 219366. Walker Bay. Sauvignon Blanc.
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AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO THE BRITISH MIDDLE 

pdf edition. iii. 10. 11. 11. 13 .... 3:1-2. Alopias leeensis. â€¢ 3:4-5. Mustelus whitei. â€¢ 7:3. Anomotodori novus. â€¢ â€¢ â€¢. 3:3 ..... TELEOST - Advanced bony fish ..... 131pp,. Cambridge University Press. ... Fossil Sharks Rays & Chimaeroids 
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british columbia 

VINA SAN PEDRO. SIZE WSALE RETAIL. 188193 .... PETER LEHMANN. 144855. Wildcard Chardonnay ..... Cape Ruby Ruby Port. 750 mL. $8.84. $11.49 G.
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british columbia 

SEVEN FALLS. 382069. Merlot ..... Classic Collection. Cabernet ... 663609. Classique. Cabernet Sauvignon. 750 mL. $21.17. $27.49 S. ROODEBERG. 7187.
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british columbia 

Amarone della Valpolicella. 6 × 750 mL. $36.50. $44.99. CASTELLO MONACI. 169439. Kreos Negroamaro. Rosato Salento IGT. 750 mL. $14.12. $16.99. ITALY ...
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british columbia 

Wise Owl White Blend. 750 mL. $10.02. $14.49. 833236 ... Private Bin Pinot Gris. 750 mL. $14.84. $18.99 S. 342360 .... Silver Label. 750 mL. $29.03. $39.99 S.
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Sharks of the Order Carcharhiniformes from the British Coniacian 

Typescript received 26 September 2006; accepted in revised form 19 March 2007. Abstract: Bulk ... collecting during former periods of active manual quar- rying. ..... least three-quarters of the way to the apices of all cusps. Towards the base ......
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Sourcebook - The British Empire: The First Global Superpower, 1851 

The First Urbanized and Industrialized Nation: Towns, Factories and Social ... Drawing of a coal miner, Trimdon (Durham County, North of England), c. .... http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/trail/victorian_britain/industry_invention/images/steam_all.
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The British economy since 1945 By the end of ... - Leaparis10 

UK, the term welfare state was introduced opposed to the German warfare system. .... industry to plan ahead and make the necessary investment to increase ...
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Sharks of the Order Carcharhiniformes from the British Coniacian 

museum collections largely being the result of intensive. [Palaeontology, Vol. 51, Part 3 .... Although no photographs of the type material of ...... national, Algiers.
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1. What is the name of the British money? 

What is the name of the British money? 2. What are these? 3. Complete the sentences. You need ______ pennies to have Â£1. Two pence (2p) = Â£ ______.
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Text of the british national-anthem :God save the Queen 

O Lord, our God, arise,. Scatter thine enemies,. And make them fall: Confound their politics,. Frustrate their knavish tricks,. On thee our hopes we fix: God save us ...
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